
Churchill had one thing he prized above 

everything else…his tail. It wasn’t a big tail. 

It wasn’t a fancy tail. It wasn’t even a very 

practical tail. But it was HIS tail, and it 

made him feel GREAT.
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When Churchill the pig 

loses his precious tail, his 

friends help him hunt for 

a new one. But trying new 

tails is so much fun that soon 

Churchill has forgotten his 

friends completely. 

Can Churchill solve the 

mystery of his missing tail? 

But more importantly, can he 

learn to put friendships first? 
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Churchill was a very proud pig, 

just like any other pig. 
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To Joe, Sue, and Abi 

for believing in me

—A. S.  

This is his 
.



And he loved to have tea

with his friends Billy and Gruff.

smelling beautiful flowers, painting self-portraits,

playing classical music, and reading good books.

Churchill valued many things in life:



But Churchill had one 

thing that he prized above 

everything else… 

his tail.

and it made 

him feel great.

It wasn’t a big tail.

It wasn’t even a very practical tail.

But it was his tail,

It wasn’t a fancy tail.

 




